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ABOUT

Who:
Peretz Rosenbaum, 
later changed to Paul Rand.
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Paul Rand was born by the name of Peretz Rosenbaum. 
Peretz Rosenbaum was eventually changed to Paul Rand during the start of 
his career to create a better symbol and brand for himself. 
Rand decided to abbreviate his Jewish identity by shortening his forename 
to ‘Paul’ and applying his uncle’s name ‘Rand’ to form a new surname.
One of his friends and associates, Morris Wyszorgrod, pointed out that 
‘Paul Rand’ consisted of four letters for both the first and last name, 
creating a nice symbol, thus he became Paul Rand. 
His name change was in a way, his first corporate identity to be created. 
His name created the persona and branding that was necessary for recogi-
nition that would soon approach him as his career rapidly progressed. 
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Becoming Paul Rand



ABOUT 3

Where:
Born in Brooklyn, New York.

On August 15, 1914, Rand was born in Brooklyn, New York.
Rand embraced design at an early age, even painting signs for his father’s 
grocery store as well as for other events.
However, Rand’s father did not believe art could provide a good way of life 
so he required Paul to attend Manhattan’s Haaren High School.
While attending high school he also took night classes at the Pratt Institute.
These classes would soon lead the way to even more education and      
training. 
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“It is important to use
your hands, that is what 
distinguishes you from a cow 
or a computer operator.” 
        -Paul Rand
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“He is a painter, lecturer, industrial designer, [and] 
advertising artist who draws his knowledge and  
creativeness from the resources of this country.  
He is an idealist and a realist, using the language  
of the poet and business man. He thinks in terms  
of need and function. He is able to analyze his  
problems but his fantasy is boundless.” 
          -Moholy-Nagy

EDUCATION

Pratt Institute (1929-1932)
Parsons School of Design (1933-1934)
The Art Students League (1933-1934)
Although Rand was educated at some very prestigious schools, he was 
largely self-taught as well. 
He was heavily influenced by the works of Cassandre, Moholy-Nagy, and 
other designers from European magazines like “Gebrauchsgraphik”
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1929



POST EDUCATION 9

“Simplicity is not the 
goal. It is the by-product 
of a good idea and mod-
est expectations.”
                         -Paul Rand

Rand started the transition from education to a career with a part-time 
position creating stock images for a syndicate that supplied graphics to 
various newspapers and magazines. 
Between classes and work, Rand was able to create a large portfolio            
influenced by the German advertising style, Sachplakat (ornamental post-
er), in addition to Gustav Jensen.
It was around this time that Rand made his name change, as he began to 
progress in his profession. 
In his early twenties he was producing work that began to generate           
international acclaim, specifically his designs on the covers of “Direction”    
magazine.
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1930’s
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POST EDUCATION 11

Rand was most famous for his corporate logos created in the 1950s and 
1960s. However, his early work in page design was the initial source of his       
booming reputation. 
In 1936, Rand was hired to create page layouts for an “Apparel Arts”      
magazine anniversary issue. 
Rand was offered a full-time job, as well as an offer to be the Art Director 
for the Esquire-Coronet magazines. 
At first Rand refused this offer, claiming that he was not yet at the level the 
job required.
Yet, a year later he decided to accept, taking over responsibility and      
credibility for “Esquire” fashion pages at the age of twenty-three.
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1930’s



ADVERTISING 13

By the end of the 1930’s, after the great depression, industries were     
spending large amounts of money to advertise their products. 
William Weintraub, a senior at “Esquire”, sold his shares in the company 
and opened his own advertising office. 
At the time Rand had been working at “Esquire” for three years, which was 
about enough for him.
Weintraub asked him to join him as Chief Art-Director at his new agency, 
in which Rand accepted the job.
Rand then began working on creating advertisements for various          
companies.
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1940-1950’s



ADVERTISING 15

Rand influenced many different avenues of advertising.
Whether it was alcohol, cigars, designer hats or clothing, Rand had a      
distinct style that made his designs recognizable and desirable. 
Even his posters and campaigns adversting academic events or             
newspapers maintained the same color and design schemes presented in                     
advertisements for products.
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1940-1950’s



ADVERTISING 17

His consistency in design shows how he stayed true to himself and his 
ideas throughout working in a competitive field, which often required     
designers to adapt to meet the business’ wishes and visions. 
Rand’s ability to stay consistent with his desings shows how talented he was 
in delivering results while staying true to himself. 
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1940-1950’s



19CORPORATE INFLUENCE

-Louis Danziger

“He almost singlehandedly convinced 
business that design was an effective tool...
Anyone designing in the 1950s and 1960s 
owed much to Rand, who largely made it 
possible for us to work. He more than any-
one else made the profession reputable. We 
went from being commercial artists to be-
ing graphic designers largely.” on his 
merits.

Rand is most widely known for his corporate identities, many logos which 
are still in use. 
IBM, ABC, Cummins Engine, Westinghouse, and UPS, among many      
others owe their logos and branding to Rand’s designs. 
One of his biggest strenghts was his ability to explain how his designs 
could address the needs of a certain company. 
One of Rand’s most defining corporate identities was the IBM logo created 
in 1956.The original logo was modified by Rand in 1960, and the striped 
logo was created in 1972. 
Rand also designed packaging and marketing materials for IBM during 
the early 1970’s until the early 1980’s, including the well known Eye-Bee-M 
poster.
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“Design is so simple, that’s why it’s so complicated.”
                                               -Paul Rand
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Rand’s designs are often referred to as simplistic.
Many designs for various companies will require new elements for           
different products and campaigns, but Rand’s designs always 
resulted back to simplicity and function. 
In “A Designer’s Art,” Rand pointed out that, “ideas do not need to be       
esoteric to be oringinal or exciting.”
Continuing to produce eye catching and notable designs throughout his 
life, Rand continued to produce corportate identities 
throughout the eighties and nineties, his work was so popular and            
acclaimed that he earned up to $100,000 for a single solution.
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“The greatest living graphic designer...”
         -Steve Jobs
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One of Rand’s later works, was a logo created for Steve Job’s NeXT       
Computer identity. 
He created a simple black box with the company name split in half,        
creating a balanced logo, with the ‘Ne’ on top of the ‘XT’.
Being one of his later works, his design still had similar black and white 
design qualities with subtle pops of color, 
a style in which was very repesentative of Rand.
His simplistic black box design pleased Jobs so much that before Rand’s 
death in 1996, Jobs claimed Rand to be, “the greatest living graphic design-
er.”
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The Westinghouse Electric Company  logo was created by Rand in 1959.
In addition to the obvious ‘w’ as the focal point, Rand was the one to 
suggest interlinking the lines with points, suggesting the look of a circuit 
board.  
This was not only a more modern design move, but also illustrates Rand’s 
cleverness with his designs.
Unlike some logos that have been updated throughout the years, 
Rand’s Westinghouse logo has remained untouched for almost 50 years. 
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Rand was known to be reserved during his creative process, 
doing the majority of the design load even while having a large staff at 
varying points in his career.
Despite being reserved and always busy Rand was very interested in         
producing books of theory to illuminate and bring to life his philosophies 
and techniques.
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Publications



“Simplicity is not the goal. It is 
the by-product of a good idea 
and modest expectations.”
      -Paul Rand
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Some of his own publications include: 
“Thoughts on Design”
“I Know a Lot of Things”
“Design Form and Chaos” and many more.
He also contributed to many other design realted books and articles, in 
adddition to making cover art for other publications as well. 
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Publications



ABOUT 33

When:
Paul Rand passed away on
November 26, 1996.

Paul Rand continued designing logos and trademarks up to the day he 
passed away on November 26, 1996, at the age of 82.
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SIGNIFICANCE 35

Why?:
Connection between European modern art 
and American commercial art. 
European influences and modernist design, 
humor, and techniques.
Logos are still in use today, impacting lives 
everywhere. “A logo is more important in a certain 

sense than a painting because a zillion 
people see the logo and it affects what they 
do, it affects their taste, it affects the 
appearance of where they live, it affects 
everything.” 
     -Paul Rand

Throughout his career Rand created a connection between European      
modern art and American commercial art, by harnessing his 
European influences and modernist design, humor, and techniques.
He was also one of the pioneers in using a new formal language, that of 
technical equipment for designing.
Rand was bold and brave enough to break away from traditions that         
preceded him and confident enough to stay true to himself.
His bold and simplistic style forever influenced the world of graphic design 
and his logos are still seen everywhere to this day.
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“Design is so simple,
that’s what makes it so 
complicated.”
     -Paul Rand
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http://www.iconofgraphics.com/paul-rand/

http://www.famouslogos.us/westinghouse-logo/

http://www.phaidon.com/agenda/graphic-design/articles/2012/november/13/paul-rands-greatest-hits/

http://www.paul-rand.com/foundation/biography/#.Vtb798fHKPy
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